Ethereum Turned 7 and Here's How We Celebrated

Thank you to those who joined the EEA Ethereum 7th Anniversary Special
event last Thursday. It was a great opportunity to look back and see how far
Ethereum has come and to get excited for the innovations that lie ahead. We
are grateful to the Ethereum and blockchain leaders who participated in our
panel discussions and presentations, as well as the special guests who shared
their Ethereum stories. If you missed it, you can view the event here -- and also
catch the stories of special guests on our LinkedIn and Twitter social channels.

ICYMI: Check Out the EEA Ethereum Business
Readiness Report 2022
Last month, the EEA
announced its Ethereum
Business Readiness
Report 2022.
This report is designed to
help the broader business
community better
understand Ethereum’s
capabilities and potential to solve business problems. Based on extensive
qualitative and quantitative research and interviews, it provides a complete and
independent snapshot of where business Ethereum is today. Download the
report below.

Download the Report

Have You Checked Out Our EEA Primers Yet?
We’re excited to share that our
EEA Primers series is growing!
Check out our latest entries on
Stablecoins and Proof of Stake,
the most recent additions to our
library.
We’re working hard to arm businesses with the information, training, and
support they need to enter the Ethereum space and elevate their organizations,
and we believe this primer series is an important part of that effort. Designed
specifically for those new to the Ethereum ecosystem, each primer offers an
introduction to an important Ethereum and blockchain concept, to help get more
professionals started on the platform.
Check out the library now and stay tuned for more content coming each month!
Have a topic suggestion for a future primer? Email us
at primers@entethalliance.org.

Learn More

EEA Education Series:
Top Ten Security Considerations for
Blockchains and Smart Contracts
Wednesday, August 10, 2022, 12:30pm ET
At our August Monthly Education webinar, Dr. Weijia Zhang of Wanchain will provide
an in-depth rundown of the top security considerations for blockchains and smart
contracts. He’ll discuss common security vulnerabilities in smart contracts and best
practices for writing and deploying smart contracts. Save your spot below.

Register in Advance

EEA Tokenization Interest Group Call
Token Economics Framework
Tuesday, August 30, 2022, 10:00am ET
The EEA’s Tokenization Webinar Series is gearing up for its third session, and we invite
you to join us on August 30. EEA Tokenization Interest Group Co-Chairs Daniel
Norkin, co-founder of Envision Blockchain, and Benjamin Bukari, CEO of Abbaci Inc.,
will lead a discussion on the Token Economics Framework. We hope to see you there!

Save Your Spot

EEA Tokenization Interest Group Call - Digital Asset Tokenization:
Technical Framework and Considerations: During this presentation, Daniel
Norkin, co-chair of the EEA tokenization IG and co-founder of Envision Blockchain,
discussed the technical frameworks and business rule considerations with
tokens. Access the recording.
If you missed the first Tokenization Webinar in June, you can access the recording here
and read the key takeaways from the presentation.

EEA Monthly Education Series - Blockchain and Cryptocurrency
Regulatory Efforts at the US State Level: Gabriella Kusz, CEO of the Global
Digital Asset and Cryptocurrency Association, and John Whelan, Managing Director Crypto & Digital Assets, Banco Santander, and EEA Board Chair, discussed the status
and nature of regulatory efforts as well as the current views on adopting blockchain and
cryptocurrency within agencies and other state-based operations. Access the
recording.

Working and Interest Group Updates
The Ethereum Training Quality and Crosschain Interoperability Working
Groups: The Crosschain group is connecting more broadly across the community
to share their specification work and review the requirements and existing
approaches of the market, while the EthTQ group is determining which skills and
knowledge Ethereum Training must provide to ensure trainees can participate in
the Ethereum industry.
The Core Specifications Working Group has finished its charter and will publish
the QBFT Consensus Protocol they have developed. The group's other work will
remain available for people who are interested in developing them, while EEA
Members consider the best next steps in this area.
The EEA's newest working group DeFi Risk Management and
Accounting (DRAMA) Working Group, will have its first meeting on August 4.
The group grew out of discussions in the Defi Interest Group and will focus on
addressing the lack of best practices in assessing Defi risk in accounting. Cochairs Dyma Budorin of Hacken, and Michael Gonzales of EY, are working to
ensure the group has a concrete focus, and look forward to closing the gap that
Enterprise faces today.
The Testnet Working Group is running and can now set up specific transactions
to enable precise testing of the state before and after a specified set has been
added to a block.
The Authority to Operate Working Group is looking at the possible options and
the scope of the market for Ethereum-based work that needs to gain NIST
Authority to Operate, for example, to provide services to US government
authorities.
The EthTrust Security Levels Working Group is close to finalizing the first
version of the EEA EthTrust Security Levels Specification, a set of standards to
ensure that smart contract security audits cover the various vulnerabilities
identified by the leading industry stakeholders who have participated in
developing this specification. This represents an important first step in
underpinning the security of EVM-based blockchains running smart contracts with
standards that provide for real quality assurance, and thus build trust in the
ecosystem as a platform of choice.
The Tokenization Interest Group continues to develop public webinars and
analyze members' real-world use cases and share their expertise within the group.
The DeFi Interest Group is running a series of discussions among the members
on topics of interest, enabling a frank and in-depth exchange of knowledge,
experience, and perspectives on a range of questions that are important to
stakeholders working in or looking at getting involved in the space.
As a reminder, to participate in these activities, join the EEA! Good standards are
developed through collaboration between competitive implementers and their
customers to ensure that we are solving real problems. Becoming a member of the EEA
would grant your organization’s employees access to our collaboration site and the
opportunity to join our various technical groups.

Equideum Health has announced its newest partner: SIMBA Chain. Equideum is
now SIMBA Chain's lead partner for the global healthcare and life sciences
industry vertical (they are a horizontal blockchain technology provider), public and
private sector. Learn more.
SDX Digital Exchange announces a collaboration with Fireblocks to provide
institutional grade infrastructure services for regulated intermediaries and
institutional investors. Learn more.

Welcome Our Newest Members
SDD Tech OÜ | UniCrypt Network
DeFi Foundation
OpenZeppelin
To meet more EEA members, check out our member directory here!

Cointelegraph, Blockchain-based solutions aim to address US disaster relief
Business Matters Magazine, Is Ethereum the future of interplanetary trade?
Power Entrepreneur, Celebrate Ethereum’s Heroes and Milestones at the EEA’s
7th Anniversary Special Event
Associated Press, Is Ethereum Ready for Business? EEA Inaugural Report
Investigates
Provide, Provide Featured in EEA Ethereum Business Readiness Report

See More

Become a Member
The EEA enables organizations to adopt and use Ethereum technology in their daily
business operations. We empower the Ethereum ecosystem to develop new business
opportunities, drive industry adoption, and learn and collaborate with one another. Our
global community of members is made up of leaders, adopters, innovators, developers,
and businesses that collaborate to create an open, decentralized web for the benefit of
everyone. Join us and contribute to our work! Learn more about EEA membership and
contact membership@entethalliance.org.

Connect with us

Enterprise Ethereum Alliance is a trademark of the Ethereum Foundation. Use of the trademark by Enterprise
Ethereum Alliance is authorized by a license granted by the Ethereum Foundation. The license to use does not
create a partnership, agency, sponsorship, endorsement or any other similar relationship between the Enterprise
Ethereum Alliance and the Ethereum Foundation.
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